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Our logos and icons serve as PetPortal’s primary point in  
upholding strong brand recognition. When applying PetPortal’s  
logo to your own digital or printed assets, please keep in mind  
certain restrictions and conventions on how our brand should  
be represented. 
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Typography

Logos

Athena 

Blue

PetPortal’s color scheme is 

representative of the values set 

forth by the company, highlighted 

by fresh yellows, tranquil blues, 

and faithful purples. In keeping 

with an aesthetic that visually 

appeals to the entire pet-loving 

family, the brand’s primary colors 

consist of Maui Blue, Blue Violet, 

and Evening Star. These colors 

are used within the company’s 

logo, and should also be used to 

represent large sets of 

information and main components 

within the PetPortal application. 

The secondary colors of Athena Blue,  

Purple Honeycreeper, White, and Carbon  

are used to highlight and bring more life to  

the already expressive primary colors.  

PLEASE NOTE: aside from the type used 

 within the logo, all text copy should  

employ White (#FFFFFF) when working on  

dark backgrounds and Carbon (#333333)  

when working on light backgrounds. 

Description

Description
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The Main logo should only be used on  
white backgrounds (#FFFFFF), and the  
alternative black logo should only be  
used on light-color backgrounds that  
provide a clear, 3:1 contrast. 

PetPort  l

Logo Avoidances
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Logos should not be stretched or compressed.

Logo should not be edited with any effects, including the use  
of shadows, filters, or additional stylings.

PP     et    ort  lPP
The Logo’s “dog-walker” should never stand alone, and should  

always feature PetPortal’s full logo including the brand name.

The alternative black logo should only be 
used on light-color backgrounds that  
provide a clear, 3:1 contrast. 

PP
Type Logo

Mission 
 

At PetPortal, our mission is to simplify the lives of pet owners, while assisting them in  

providing the best care possible for their animals. By offering an array of digital tools and  

resources, PetPortal eases the burden of petcare so that you can spend more time taking  

care of the ones that matter most.  

 

Voice 
 

Petcare should never be a chore, but rather an opportunity for families to bond and enjoy  

spending time with their animals. As pet owners interact with PetPortal, our voice should be  

demonstrated through written material that is: 

 

-Friendly, but not immature or childish 

       Pets are fun, therefore PetPortal should be fun 

       Whimsical and humorous copy is encouraged, but should ever overshadow the true  

       functionality of the product 

 

-Informative, but not newsy or dense 

      Provide assistance where needed, without patronizing users 

      Don’t overstep boundaries, keep written copy light and succinct 

 

-Accessible, but not oversimplified or condescending 

      Petcare is a process that should involve the entire family, no matter what age or  

      technological literacy level 

      Adult users shouldn’t feel trivialized by PetPortal’s voice, and younger users shouldn’t  

      feel overwhelmed by complex language  

 

 

Tagline 
 

PetPortal - Pet Care Made Possible  

 

  

About the Audience 
 

At PetPortal, we believe that any pet-owner or person responsible for pet maintenance can  

greatly benefit from our application’s resources. However, because pet-ownership is a globe- 

stretching and cross-demographic phenomenon, it is necessary to narrow down the audience  

that PetPortal is speaking to.  

 

PetPortal’s core audience is from between the ages of 18-34, with a moderate amount of  

disposable income. Petcare ideally involves more than one person, and oftentimes an entire  

family. Therefore, while children and elderly users are not PetPortal’s primary market, it is  

imperative that the company projects and speaks to a wide-range of emotional and  

technological intelligence.  

PetPortal: Component Library

Save Changes

Sparky

Sparky: flea meds

My Pets

Add content button: a “plus” icon  

that should be used for adding  

custom content to the app such as  

a new pet. This button can change  

colors as long as it follows the  

style guide, but should not change  

in size.

Pet profile logo: Includes a photo  

of the pet with their name listed  

below. The format and size should  

never be changed.

Reminder toggle button: This button is  

designed for the user to keep up with  

reminders for their pets. The size and color  

of this button should not be changed. 

Default: Reminder is listed, but complete 

Ongoing: Reminder is listed and not  

complete 

Delete: Reminder is deleted altogether 

 

Save changes button: designed when  

editing customizable aspects of the  

app and when dealing with input fields.  

This button should be used for the  

user to make sure that any custom  

edits are saved within their app.  

The size of the button should remain  

the same, however, the color can be  

changed as long as it does not violate  

any style guide rules.

”Pets” nav component: this button  

is to show an example of a button  

on the nav bar. This button should  

not change color or size.  

PetPortal: Pattern Library
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Pattern Library Avoidances

The Pet Info pattern is where  

the user will be taken to when  

they click to add a certain pet  

(i.e. cat, dog, horse, hamster,  

etc…). The texts used is  

composed of two primary  

colors (Maui Blue and Evening  

Star) as well as a secondary  

color (Carbon). The heading  

at the top follows the H1 style  

guide and is size. 60 font and  

Sofia pro bold. The  

background is a rectangle  

(H. 82, W. 377) with the  

primary color Maui Blue as  

the fill.

PetPortal’s bottom navigation  

consists of four different icons  

that will lead to four different  

pages within the app. From  

left to right you see the home  

button, the My Pets button,  

the Calendar button and the  

My Vet button. All of these  

pages are represented by  

frequent icons that the user  

will be able to recognize  

immediately upon opening  

the app.

Toolstack

All components were designed in Adobe xD and can be  
transferred to Swift UI.


